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Statement

Amber Brown is a Northumbrian photographer and printmaker. She explores notions of place,
home and belonging over continuous periods of time through cultural, political and personal
narratives. Her practice is rooted in many slow, ritualistic processes which largely fall under the
umbrella of printmaking and large format photography, a medium which she is dedicated to.
She utilises labour-intensive techniques to investigate the post-industrial landscape, ideas of
Northernness and how archives can interact with the contemporary. Alongside her artistic career,
Amber Brown also practices in curation and is enrolled on an MA programme in Arts Museum and
Gallery Studies at Newcastle University for 2020-2021.

‘It Must Be Somewhere Here’ is a year-long survey of the Northern deep coal-mining landscape.
As the granddaughter of two miners, it acts as both a geographical study and inquiry into ancestry.
A departure to colour depicts former colliery sites which have been visually affected by the chemical
aftermath of deep coal-mining. Unnaturally high levels of Manganese in still-draining mine-water
stains rocks orange, and the erosion of cliff formations reveals materials from a colliery landfill.
Amber Brown records various places of memorial and colliery remains. Through ‘slow’ large format
photography, and the photopolymer gravure, she creates works in which time cannot be specified,
where the process is elongated as much as possible, commenting on manual labour, materiality and
the ritual of returning home to walk in the empty industrial lands where man once laid his hand.

Everywhere that was lived experience 
has

moved away into
heritage reclamation landscape 



Research & Motivation

Physical experiences of doing are paramount to Amber’s research. For the past three 
years, her practice has been rooted in her own history, and its relationship with the 
history of the land. It takes theoretical interest from writings on the post-industrial 
sublime, heritage reclamation and the abandonment of industrial lands, which lay the 
foundations for the Northern Powerhouse. This is informed by research spanning from 
Liz Wells writings, photography by the Amber Film & Photography Collective and her 
own field visits. ‘It Must Be Somewhere Here’, is inspired by archive visits, conversations 
and walks with family members, the digging out and discovery of photographs of 
relatives, and defining events such as the Miners Strikes. The ritual, or pilgrimage, of 
returning home is at the heart of these works, homage to Northern history. 

The artist’s own place as a working-class creative is also a motivation. It is engrained in 
these journeys home to visit the same landscapes; a meditational trip to document their 
changes, or lack there-of. A weekend journey back to the motherland, a solution to 
homesickness. Amber documents these visits, often while with family, on a 5x4 camera 
which acts as a conversation starter with passers-by, thus increasing the chance of 
learning something new from these conversations. Large format photography proves a 
slower, more tactile and physical method of photographing these landscapes, which have 
hands of their workers at the heart of the earth.



Manganese Beach,
scan from 5x4 colour negative (2020)



Image from series It Must Be Somewhere Here, 
scan from 5x4 colour negative (2020)



Lynemouth Landfill,
scan from 5x4 colour negative (2020)



Image from series It Must Be Somewhere Here, 
scan from 5x4 colour negative (2020)



Image from series It Must Be 
Somewhere Here, scan from 5x4 

colour negative (2020)



Easington Pit Cage,
photopolymer gravure on Somerset 
Satin, 8 x 12cm (2020)

Process

The following stem of work is a combination 
of large format photography and the 
photopolymer gravure. Ritual gives 
implications of repeated, performative acts 
which are reliant on physicality. Contrary to 
the relationship of labour and outcome in 
most scenarios, these rituals do not live by 
‘the more, the better’, they are about balance, 
knowing when to stop wiping the plate, 
which is mindful. It’s about blurring the 
boundaries between the photograph and the 
print, using techniques laden in antiquity 
where there is debate over which it is. Process 
and heritage are both paramount to Amber’s 
practice. 



Remains of Longhirst Shaft 
Winding Gear, photopolymer 
gravure on Somerset Satin, 
8 x 12cm (2020)



Lynemouth Wheel,
Photopolymer gravure 
on Somerset Satin, 8 x 
12cm (2019)



Memoir to the Drift 
Photopolymer gravure 
on Somerset Satin, 8 x 
12cm (2020)



Tampering, photopolymer gravure on 
Somerset Satin, 8 x 12cm (2020)



Seaham Port, photopolymer gravure 
on Somerset Satin, 8 x 12cm (2020)



Woodhorn Coal Track,
photopolymer gravure on Somerset Satin, 
8x12cm (2019)



Wall Two:

Nine untitled individual photopolymer gravures on Somerset 
Satin, float-framed in deep brown ash frames, 20.5x28cm print 
in 30x33cm frames. Image shows seven finished gravure prints 
for visual purposes.

Each image documents various mining memorials or colliery 
remains across the North East. By float framing, its torn 
deckled edges are visible, playing on the process’s materiality 
and its form as an archival object.

Wall One:

Manganese Beach & Lynemouth Landfill. Digital prints 
from 5x4 negatives on Hahnemule Fine Art Baryta 325gsm 
fixed in deep, thin ash brown tray frames, 23.5x29.25in 

Diptych presentation, creating dialogue between the 
orange chemical-stained rocks in Manganese Beach and 
the industrial materials revealed through cliff erosion in 
Lynemouth Landfill. The framing queries elements of man-
made vs natural.



Final digital mock-up for Degree Show 

A combination of both walls with an artists book, presented on a plexi-glass and 
metal plinth, partially filled with coal.



Awards:
- MA Art Museum & Gallery Studies Scholarship Holder at Newcastle University
- The George Jackson Hutchinson Memorial Prize 2019
- Astaire Art Prize Shortlist 2019
- Belgrade Photo Month Shortlisted Finalist, 2019
- Grow Wild Youth Artist Award Winner 2019
- Single image winner of the Global Justice Academy Photography Competition 2018

Featured in the Working Class Creatives Database, Source Photography Graduate Online, the Scotsman,  
Edinburgh Reporter, LOAF Magazine and Pink Trolley. 

More information available on the artist’s website, along with a list of selected group exhibitions and 
publications. 

Notable Work Experience:

- Volunteer Exhibition Assistant at Stills Centre for Photography
- Ambassador for Access to Creative Education Scotland
- Co-founder and curator of Ceremonial Exhibition
- Board Member for BOOKMARKS 2019/2020
- Digitisation Volunteer at Side Gallery, Newcastle
- Exhibition Assistant at Design Exhibition Scotland
- Information Assistant at the Talbot Rice Gallery

Curriculum Vitae
Solo Exhibitions:

- Earthworks, Amber Brown – Dry Water Arts Centre, Northumberland 2019


